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Abstract
Europa is one of the most probable places in the solar
system to find extra-terrestrial life [1], motivating the
study of its deep (∼100 km) ocean [2] and its thick
(many kilometers) icy shell [2]. Recently, the Hub-
ble telescope discovered water vapor plumes over Eu-
ropa’s southern pole region [3], strengthening the ev-
idence for an underlying ocean. The observed chaos
terrain patterns on Europa’s surface [4] were inter-
preted, among other mechanisms, as a signature of ver-
tical convective motions within the ice [5]. Horizontal
gradients of ice thickness [6] are expected due to the
large equator-to-pole gradient of surface ice tempera-
ture, and can drive a global horizontal ice flow; yet the
dynamics of such a flow and its observable implica-
tions were not studied.

Here we present the first global ice flow model for
Europa, composed of a soft flowing ice under a rigid
cold external ice crust, under the influence of tidal
heating and coupled to a global underlying ocean. We
show that Europa’s ice can indeed flow meridionally
due to pressure gradients associated with anomalies in
the ice thickness of up to a few kms. Observable gra-
dients of ice thickness are reduced both by ice flow
and due to ocean heat transport when included. The
ice thickness and meridional flow direction depend on
whether the ice is convecting or not, and multiple equi-
libria are found in some parameter regimes.

Future missions to Europa such as the JUICE of
ESA and Europa, Clipper of NASA are expected to
measure the ice thickness and surface temperature,
which can be used together with our global ice model
to deduce whether Europa’s icy shell is convecting, to
estimate the effectiveness of ocean heat transport, and
more.
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